January 19th, 2000
IT IS A HAPPY NEW YEAR ALREADY.
ACC HAS UPLOADED ITS NEW WEBSITE!
www.acc.eu.org
Add it to your favorites immediately and forward it to everyone who may be interested!
The temporary site at www.johnp.dk will not be updated from now on. The new website is
still under construction, but already now the result is beautiful.
The site is edited by Laszlo Dani in Szeged/Koloszvar/Budapest or whereever he places
his bed and computer.
We would like to thank also Markus Brandt and Abakomp Internet Service, because they
have kindly offered the hosting free.
So, please, shout everybody "long live Laszlo and Abakomp"
1-2-3 .... now!
Thank you also to Oleg (97) who made a Russian translation of the statutes for the
website, and to those who are working or would like to work on more translations.

****************************************************************************
(Esben has had a new phonenumer, since his last advertisement, so here is another
version with the new phonenumber)
Are you planning to go to Latvia?
I will be staying in Latvia most of 2000, so if you need help arranging your trip then just
contact me. I will book your hotel, your tickets for the Opera or to a Skonto Riga match. I
will make a reservation for a car or a table ready for two, wherever you would like to go
and eat. I will guide you around and tell the stories about Latvia and its people. Most of
them will be true…. others will just be interesting. But whatever your plans and needs are I
will be able to help you. So call or mail me on +371 9652080 or eska@post3.tele.dk By
the way…I speak Danish and English fluently and Latvian on an average level although I
guess my Latvian will be almost fluent at summertime.
Esben Kalhøj (Minority Course '98)
****************************************************************************

